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The topic for this issue is 
                                    the interaction between nature and love/romance.

                                                              hard to catch 
                                                              on Valentine's Day
                                                              a grasshopper

                                                              Ernesto P. Santiago - Philippines 

a gift of pansies
the silky softness
of his touch 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA

                                                              autumn sunrise -
                                                              on our yard a blanket
                                                              of heart-shaped leaves

                                                              Jennifer Hambrick - USA 

Wandering moon -
magic silence 
amid our words 

Luciana Moretto - Italy 

                                                              puppy love . . .
                                                              a bouquet 
                                                              of dandelions

                                                              Nancy Brady - USA 

spring rain . . .
so much depends 
on our silence

Shloka Shankar - India 



                                                              first love -
                                                              forsythia bush
                                                              filled with sparrows 

                                                              Skaidrite Stelzer - USA 

Winter lakeside walk -
in the soothing scent of the waves
one last embrace.

Claudia Messelodi - Italy 

                                                              She and I
                                                              Scattering thoughts
                                                              For the birds to peck

                                                              Mark Renney - UK 

creaking porch swing . . .
our heartbeats in rhythm
with the fireflies

Julie Warther - USA

                                                              black ice
                                                              how silk shirts slide
                                                              over your skin

                                                              David J. Kelly - Ireland

humid night - - 
my body remembers
her body

Chad Lee Robinson - USA 



                                                              walking in the snow
                                                              the rain doesn't delete
                                                              our footprints 

                                                              Eufemia Griffo - Italy

new morning
he asks if I remember
last night

Phyllis Lee - USA 

                                                              sudden wind . . .
                                                              red falling leaves dance
                                                              around our kiss

                                                              Maria Laura Valente - Italy 

morning frost
so long
since your last touch

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland

                                                              your hand brushes 
                                                              against mine -
                                                              cooing pigeons

                                                              Debbi Antebi - UK 

winter rain
he fills the space
stars used to 

Susan Mallernee - USA



                                                              a red butterfly
                                                              dancing on a leaf . . .
                                                              the way her heart beats

                                                              Ali Znaidi - Tunisia

the snow falls
empty and cold
as his love 

Linda M. Crate - USA

                                                              love birds
                                                              beneath the covered bridge
                                                              shadows embrace 

                                                              Anna Cates - USA 

wild oats
the first ripening
of love 

Debbie Strange - Canada 

                                                              Valentine flowers
                                                              a plain-Jane becomes
                                                              the envied one

                                                              Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA 



In the Starlight 

shooting star
. . . we fall
together

Helen Buckingham - UK 
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